
NOTE TO SCCOMPAHY IECISION C.S.B. 2$B/19B1

This outrageously long decision is starred because I have attempted to
produce some rational classification of the categories of cle~~~nts

referred to in the Requirements Regulations; and I have made a number

of criticisms of the gratuitously confusing way in which those
Regulations are drafted. The decision has, however, taken an

inordinate time to complete —and I am conscious that what started out

(some months ago) as a well-intentioned effort to illumizmte my

fellow-Commissioners has probably now been overtaken by events since—

(a) my fellow-Commissioners will by now have worked all this
out for themselves; and

(b) the whole scheme of housing requirements is on the eve

of being radically altered.

J.M.



SUPPLZIKIHARY BENEFITS ACT 1976

APPEAL FROM DECISION OF SUPPIZZEIHARY BENEFIT APPEAL TRIBUNAL
ON A QUESTION OF LA'rt

33ECISION OF SOCIAL SECURITY COKVSSIONER

1. This is a benefit officer~s appeal, bz.ought by my leave, from a
decision of the suppl.mentary benefit appeal tribunal ("tne tribuzzai.")
dated 1) April 198 I wIzich varied a decisz on of the benefit officer
:issued. on 29 .Za~uary 1981.

2. I held an oral hearing of. this appeal. The ocnof it officer ~ras
represented by Mr P N Milledge of the Solicitor~s Office of the
3epKrtment of Health azzd Social Security. The claimazzt appeared arid,
was represented by Mr R Saith, solicitor, of the Child Poverty Action
Gxoup. I am indebted to both Mr iMilledge and. Mr Smith for their
assistance in the con™txruction and. application of complex, and
relatively novel, subordinate legisla+ion.

The clazmazzt, now aged 67, i,. a widower. He h s been in poor
health for mazzy years. Since the date of the tribxuzal nearing his
doctoz. has cextified tlzat he suffers from bronchiectasis and relay.ing
acute bronchitis, which have at times developed into pneumorzia ~rz th
heart failure. Tho doctor considers that it is "unsuitable" for the
claimant to live alone and. "an advantage" for. him to have someone
living in hi" house to attend to him in emergencies. In the doctor's
view the claim~~ t is unfit for. sustained. effort.

4. Tne claimant lives in a house rented from the local authority.
Since about May 1977 he has been in receipt of a. supplementary allowance
followed. by a supplementary pension. On 4 September l978 Mrs P came to
live in the house. Mrs P is a widow, now aged over 70. She is in
xeceip+ of x'etirement pension. At no material time has she been in
receipt of supplementary benefi.t. It appears that she vacated. a local
authority flat in order to move to the claimant~s house. It has never
been suggested that the claimant and Mrs P live together as husband
and wife.



5. Nrs P enjoys what I understand. to be the exclusive occupation of

two rooms in the claimant>a house. She haa ~shed these herself.

She shares the bathroom, stairs, corridor and kitchen. It appears

that she bears her own costs in respeot of lighting and. heating. She

buys and. cooks her own food and provides for herself such other house-

hold goods as she requires. At all material times eho hae rendered some

domestic assistance to the claimant.

6. It is not, I .think, in disyute that the arrangements rM.ch I
}mve particulariaed in para~ph y~ above subsisted, throughout the

period relevant to this appeal. The position in respect of payments

moving 'between the claim"mt and.}Irs P ia less clear (as appears

hereunder) .
7. Tho claiu~t duly notified the Supplementary Benefits Commission

of Nrs P~s entry into hia house. At that time pa~graph 1'l(2) of

Schedule 1 to the Supplementary Benefits Act 1976 provided. aa follows:

"(2) Where another person, not being a person whose requirements

are aggr gated. with, and treated. as, the requirements of

the householder under paragraph 5 of this Schedule,

resides, other's ae than as a sub-tenant, in the premises

for which the rent ie paid., then-, unless the householder

or a yeraon whose requirements are agg"egated. with, and.

treated. aa, hia under paragraph g(1) is blind, the amount

mentioned in aub-paragraph (1)(a) above ji.e. an amount

equal to the net rent payable by .the householder or such

par+ .of lhe amount as is reasonable in the circumstance~a~

may be reduced by an amount not exce. King such yaM of

the net rent as ia reasonably attributable to that o.her

peracn."

On 29 September 19 f8 the Co~~'aaion, pursuant to the aforesaid

paragraph 11(2)„ reduced the claimant~a then entitlement to supple-

mentary allowance by the sum of K1.45 a week.

8. Against t}d.s reduction the claimant appealed to the tribunal.

(I shall refer to this as "the first appeal".) His written statement

in support of the first appeal contains the following passages which

are significant in the context of the appeal presently before me:

all I get out of it Pi.e. out of the arrangement with

Mrs gP is that I am not quite ao shut off from the world.."

"9y reducing my money you i + ~ r income below the

poverty line

"You must remember that I have no obligations towards Mrs P ...."
9. On 1) November 1978 the tribxuml allowed the first aypeal,

holding that no deduction under paragraph 11(2) fell to be made. In

view of the interpretation which Nr Smith haa invited. me to put upon

this decision, it is desirable that I should quote in fu11 the



findings of fact and. the reasons for decision recorded on the relevant
form LT2$5:

"The appellant lives in a local authority house. He is
accommodating Nrs P who relinquished her own local authority
flat (and incidentally then ceased to draw supplementary
pension). The rent allowance included. in the assessment of
his supplementary allowance has been reduced. by K1.45 on
account of the presence of Nrs P."

"lirs P has, correctly, been regarded as a non-dependant in the
appellant~s house. In the tribunal~s view it is not reasonable
in all the circumstances to attribute any of Lhe rent to her.."

It will be noted that no reference is made either to the claimant<s
health or to the rendering by Nzs P of any assistance to the claimant.
(I should add. that there is no such reference in the written statement
which the claimant made in support of the first appeal.)

10. The position continued thus until the new supplementary benefit
legislation came into force on 24 November 1980. In purported.
pursuance of that legislation the benefit officer, on 29 January 1981,
aecided that a deduction of K4.60 should be made from the claimant~s

housing requirements. This had tne effect of reducing the c"aim~wt~s

total weekly benefit income to a sum of K0.70 below Lhat prevailing
immediately before 24 November 1980. In accordance with regulation 10

of the Supplementary 3enefit (Transitional) Regulations 1980
PS.I. 1980 No 98@ the sum of K0.70 was added. to the supplementary
pension i,he subjec.L. of the decision of 29 January 1981. Tne decision
applied to the period from the prescribed pay day in the week

commencing 16 I~'ebvcwxy 1981 to and including the prescribed pay day

in the week commencing 10 August 1981.

11. Housing requirements are the subject of Pari, IV (regulations 14
to 2$) of the Supplementary 3enefit (Requirements) Regulations 1980

QS.I. 1980 No 129+. At the time material to this appeal these
Regulations had already been amended. by the Supplementary 33enefits
(A gregation, Requirem nts and. Resources) Amendment Re~Rations 1980
S.I. 1980 No 177@. Regulation 22 is entitled "Reduction in amounts

applicable for certain occupants of the home ". In so far as relevant
to this appeal it provided as follows:

"22(1) The amounts applicable under regulations 15 to 20 shall
be reduced in accordance with the following paragraphs
where any part of the home is let, other than to a
boarder, or is occupied by non-dependants.

(2) Where any part of the home is let the reduction shall be

by the amount calculated on a weekly basis receivable
from the letting less-

(a) ~ ~ ~ o ~

(b)
(c) e ~ ~ ~ ~



($) Subject to paragraph (5), where the home is also occupied

by a non-dependant the reduction shall be by the amount

of a housing contribution calculated in accordance with

parag aph (4).

(4) For the purposes of paragrapn (y) a housing contribution

shall be assumed in respect of each non-dependant, or

group of non-dependants, who—

(a) form an assessment unit for the purposes of a
current entitlement to a pension or allowance; or

(b) are not members of such a unit but would if a

pension or allowance were payable, or were payable

to one of them, be members of a single a.ssessment

uILLt ~

and the amount of the reduction shall be—

(c) in respect of—

(i) am assessment u~t wi.hin. sub-paragraph (a),

(ii) an assessment unit within sub-paragraph (b),
where the person to whom the pension or
allowance would be payable is aged. less
than 18,

(iii) an assessment unit within sub-paragraph (b),
where a claim has been made and if the

maximum, in,.1;ead of ™ome lesser, amount had

been applicable under regulation 2)(l) (non-

householder~s contribution), a pension or
allowance would be payable to a p rson aged

not less than 18,

the sum of f2.15:

(d) in any other case, tn sum of f4.60.

(5) I<o reduction shall be made under paragraph ())—

(a) wnere the claimant, or the partner of the claimant,

is blind.;

(b) where an amount is applicable to the claimant under

paragraph 14(1) in column (2) of Schedule 3

(additional requirements, domestic assistance)."

(Regulation 22 as set out above is currently in force save that the

sums mentioned therein have been up-rated; paragraph 5(b) has been

expanded; and sub-paragraph (5)(c) has been added in order to take

account of non-dependants whose usual home is elsewhere.)



12, Regulation 22 has to be read in the light of certain important
definitions. It will be recalled that the old paragraph 11(2) of
Schedule 1 to the 1976 Act (cf. paragraph 7 above) used the words
"resides, otherwise than as a sub-tenant, in the premises for which
rent is paid ...."."Sub-tenant" there bore the meaning, and nothing
more than the meaning, which it bears in the ordinary law of landlord
and. tenant. Regulation 22 uses the words "where any part of the home

is let, other than to a boarder, or is occupied by non-dependants".
Each of the words which I have underlined is defined in the Require-
ments Regulations —and "let", in particular, is a snare for him who

reads as he runs. I quote:

>the home< means the accommodation, with any garage, garden
and outbuildings, normally occupied. by the assessment unit
and any other members of the same household as their. home

and. it includes also any premises not so occupied which it
would. be impracticable or unreasonable to expect to be sold
separately, in particular the croft land. >inere, in Scotland,
the home is a croft;" (regulation 2(1)).

~rent< includes corresponding payments in respect of a
licence or permission to occupy the home and ~let~ and ~letting~
and >tenancy~ shall be correspondingly construed;"
(regulation 2(1)).

"(9) In this regulation—

(a) ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

(b) ~boarder~ means a per"on, not being a person to whom

any of paragraphs 1 to 9 of Schedule 2 applies, who—

(i) pay., a charge which is inclusive of his
accommodation and. at least some coo1ced or
prepared meals which are both prepared.
and consumed in the accommodation or in
associated premises, or

(ii) is living in a hotel, guest-house, hostel
or lodging-house, or in some similar
establishment, or

(iii) is a refugee as defined in regulation 6 of
the Supplementary benefit (Conditions of
Entitlement) HegLLLations l980 gS.I. i980
No 1586, now replaced. by S.l. 1981 5o 152+6

who is living in a special centre for the
reception of refugees prior to settlement
in the community

but excluding any person whose accommodation and meals
(if any) are provided. by a close relative /defined in
regulation 2(1g or other than on a commercial 'oasis."
(Regulation 9(9))



(The draftsman has had his fun here at the expense of
the reader. It will be seen that the above definition
opens with the words "In this regulation"—
i.e. regulation 9. Regulation 2(1), however, provides

that "In these regulations ...~boarder'as the
meaning assigned to it in regulation 9(9)(b) of these
regulations;".)

<non-dependant< means a person, other than a boarder, who is a

member of the same household as the member or members of the

assessment unit but is neither a member of the unit nor a person

who satisfies, or if he were a member of the unit would -"atisfy,

the conditions of sub-paragraph (a) of paragraph (2) of
regQation 5;" (regulation 2(1)).

Regulation 5(2) provides as follows:

"(2) For the purposes of the table Pi.e. the table of the normal

requirements of relevant persons and householders in

paragraph 2()) of Schedule 1 to the i/76 Act as amended

(regulation 2(1)g a householder is a person, other than a

partner +defined in regulation 2(1P, who—

(a) under Part IV of these regulations (housing require-

merits) is treated as responsible for expenditure on

items to which any of those regulations other than

reflation 2) (non-householder~s contribution)
relates or, if the household incurs no such expenditure,

is the member of the household with major control over

household expenditure;

(b) does not share such responsibility or control with

another member of the same household; and

(c) is either not absent from the home or whose absence

is for a period which has not yet continued for
more than 1) weeks."

1$. The mere length of paragraph 12 above suffices.to demonstrate the

deg ee oi'esearch and cross-reference n cessary to an understanding of

the single clause "where any part of the home is let, other than to a

boarder, or is occupied by non-dependants". Even then, all is not

entirely clear. Where the draftsman has been so prodigal with his

definiti . ="'+ is with a sense of betrayal that one discovers that

nowhere in the Requirements Regulations (or in any other part of the

voluminous supplementary benefit legislation) is there any definition

of either "household" or "member of the same household" —terms which

are crucial to the definition of "non-dependant". Section $4()) of

the 1976 Act (as amended) provides that—



"(5) Regulations may make provision as to the circumstances in
which a person is to be treated for the purposes of axe
specified provision of this Act-

(a) as being or not being a member of the same household.
as another person;

The only regQations which have been made under this power are
regulations 2 and g of the Supplementary 3enefit (Aggregation)
Regulations 1980 jS.I. 1980 No 98+2, amended, with effect from 27 July
1981, by the Supplementary l3enefit {1'H.ecellaneous Amendments)

Regulations 1981 QS.I. 1981 No 81@; regulation 4A of the l980
Aggregation Re@Q.atione, as inserted by the aforesaid d Niscellaneous
Amendments Regulations; and. regulations 2, 4 and g of the Supplementary

Ben fit {Aggregation) He@0.atione l981 PS.I. 1981 No 1528/, which

re-enact the amended. regQations 2 and 4 and the inserted regulation 4A

of the l980 Aggregation Regulations. These three regulations deal
respectively with-

(a) circumstances in which married couples are to be treated
as being, or not being, members of the same household;

(b) dependants who are not to be treated as members of the
household.; and

(c) dependants who are to be treated as membex'e of the
household.

They deal, that is, with certain specific cases. No overall definition
i s attempted.

14. From paragmph 12 above can also be seen the extent to which the

Requirements Regulations cut acxoss the traditional common law

distinction between tenant and licens e. Indeed,, from the standpoint

of the Requirements RegQations that distinction seems to be quite
irrelevant. One can go further: it is impossible to devise a
comprehensive classification of clai~~~ts by reference to the intexest
which they have in the premises in which they live. As appears from

paragraph 12 above, a "householder" is defined so as to exclude ~one
who ie a "partner" (i.e. "one of a married or unmarried couple" ). For
the purposes of calculating normal and additional revuirements
claimants are classified as—

(a) "relevant pexeons" (i.e. those whose requirements and

resources are aggregated. with those of a partner — see
paragraphs 2(5) and 5(1) of Schedule 1 to the amended

1976 Act);

(b) "householders"

(c) "boarders"; and



(d) a category of persons to whom no generic name is assigned.
and, who can only be ascertained by elimination; i.e. those
who are neither relevant persons, nor the partners of
relevant persons, nor householders nor boarders (see
regulation 6).

To those who have some familiarity with the 1980 legislation in respect
of supplementary benefit, it will come as no surprise to learn that,
wh'1st categories (a) and (b) above are explicitly menti.oned. in
Schedule 1 to the amended 1976 Act, categories (c) and (d) have to be

sout out in the Requirements Regulations. I must add, moreover,

that the classification essayed in this paragraph is by no means

eWmustive. Re@ilation 6(2), for example, deals with the normal

requirements of those who share responsibility for or control of
household expenditure; and Schedule 2 to the Regulations sets out

15 "speci.al cases", ranging from "Persons in residential accommodation"

(wt~ch is in no way to be taken as meaning what it might appear to
mean) to "IRmber of polygamous relationship".

15. Classification of claimants for the purposes of calculating
housing requirements is not so straightforward. It is, perhaps,

easiest to begin at the end. Regulation 2$ (2) of the Requirements

Regml.ations reads:

"(2) T1Zs regulation applies to a claimant where neither he nor

ax~ other member of the assessment unit satisfies the
condition of sub-paragraph (a) of paragraph (2) of
re@i!.ation 5 (meaning of householder)." (For regulation

5(2)(a) see paragraph 12 above.)

Regulation 25 is headed. "Non-householder~s contribution". Although the

word. "non-householder" does not appear in the body of regulation 2)
(and is nowhere else defined), i+ can legitimately be, and 'n practice
is, used. to describe one of the categories of claimants for housing

requirements.

16. ln this branch of the law it would be derisively naive to expect

that a~one who is not a "non-householder" must be a "householder".

As can be seen from paragraph 12 above, "householder" has been defined.

so as t;o exclude anyone who is a "partner"; and. "boarders" are neither

householders nor non-householders. (Save in respect of certain
periods of absence, boarders do not qualify for housing requirements-
see regulation 14(5)(b), as amended. with. effect from 27 July 1981.) In

axiy event, if the Requirements Regulations are construed and applied

according to their letter, the genus "householuer's relevant vllJ.g in
the context of no~ and additional requirements. In Part XV of the

Regulations (which deals with housing requirements) the word

"householder" does not appear. This is neither an oversight nor an

infelicity. A glance at regulation 14 will show that the category of
those who are not non-householders and who qualify for housing requirements is
wider than the category of "householders"- who qualify for.'ormal and additional

requirements. ~'or example, where responsibility for relevant items

of expenditure (for which see regulation 14(1)) is shared.'between the

claimant and another member of the same household. who is not a member

of the claimantes assessment unit, the el~% is not a "house-

holder"; but he is entitled to a sum by way of housing requirements,

8



which sum may be greater, but not smaller, than the non-householderls

contribution (see regulation 14())(b)). Again, a "householder" loses
his status as such if he is absent from the home for more than

1) weeks (see regulation 5(2)(c)). In certain circumstances absence

of up to one year will not jeopardise entitlement to housing
requirements (see regulation 14(4)).

17. It follows, accordingly, that it is inept to use the word.

"householder" in the context of housing requirements. Claimants

cannot be more satisfactorily classified than by saying that they

are either—

(a) persons who derive their entitlement from
regulation 14(2)(a}; or

(b) non-householders.

It would surely be to the general advantage if the draftsman were to
furrmsh a convenient generic term for category (a).

18. I can. now —and not before time —return to the facts of the
case in hand.. Ithen on 29 January 1981 the benefit officer decided.

that a deduction of K4.60 should. be made from the claimantts housing

requirements (cf. paragraph 10 above), he took the view that Mrs P

was "a non-dependant living in +the claimant~@ house because they are
not maintaining separate households in that they share the bathroom,

kitchen and other parts of the house". It is clear that .the benefit
officer considered that he was deciding this aspect of the claim

pursuant to regulation 22(4)(d) of the Requirements Regulations (for
which see paragraph 11 above). His decision was premised upon the
assumption that Mrs P was a "non-dependant" vi "-a-vis the claimant;
which, in turn, imported the assumption that Mrs P was a member of the

claimant~s household. (cf. the definition of "non-dependant" quoted in
paragraph 12 above). In my view neither of these assumptions can.

possibly be supported by the facts.

19. I have already observed that the legislature has furnished no

definition of ither. "household" or "member of the same household".

Neither of these terms has any technical meaning in general usage nor

is either a term of art in the general law of the land.. The terms

fall, accordingly, to be given their normal, everyday meaning; and

their appli.cation by the determining authorities is primarily a
matte of fact. (See, for example, Cozens v Brutus +197+ A.C. 854,
reer Tord Rei d at p 861.) In these circumstances it is undesirable
that I should here attempt my own definitions — and I do not do so.
It is a matter of common-sense and common experience. I say this,
however: a person who has, and lives in, his own separate home cannot

reasonably be regarded as being a member of someone else's household..

In the case under appeal, Nrs P clearly had a home of her own. She

had the exclusive occupation of two rooms, which she her elf had

furnished. She bore her own cost- in respect of lighting and heating.
She bought and cooked her own food and provided for herself such

other household goods as she required. All this is quite
incompatible with her having been, at the same time, a member of the

claimant~s household. Had Mrs P~s resources been such as to entitle

9



her to a supplementary pension, she would have been entitled to have

had her normal and additional requirements assessed upon the basis
that she was a "householder" within the meaning of regulation 5(2) of
the Requirements Regulations.

20. This does not, however, suffice to dispose of this appeal. When

the claimant appealed to the tribunal against the decision which the

benefit officer issued on 29 January 1981 (I shall refer to this as
"the second appeal" ), he confined. his grounds to the point that Mrs P

was not a "non-dependant" of his. The tribunal, however, appears to
have struck out on a fresh line of its, own. I quote first the record

of findings of material fact:

"Until 24 11 80 Mrs P was treated as a resident in the
appellantls house who was not required to make a contribution
to the rent because she gave domestic service necessitated.
because of his health. He suffers from bronchitis; is
normally able to massage most things but when he has an attack
of bronchitis is very ill indeed and he needs a resident
adult to be ready to give him help on these occasions. The

house has 5 rooms and. central heating has been installed."

21. Part of the decision in the second. appeal related to an

additional requirement in respect of central heating. I return to
this in paragraph 28 below. The remainder of the decision, however,

read as follows:

"Additional 24.60 to be made under Requirements Sch ) para 14—
from 24 11 80 "

The reasons for this part of the decision were set out thus:

"The situation did not change on 24 11 80 and the agreement

which results in an award under para 14 now is the same as

that which led to the comparable award in 19'78."

22. Paragraph 14 of Schedule $ to the Requirements Regulations deals

with tne additional requirement which is styled "Domestic assistance".
Applicability is set out thus:

"14. Where—

(a) a charge is made for assistance with the ordinary
domestic tasks (for exaznple, cleaning and cooking
but excluding window cleaning and errands) of the
assessment unit;

(b) such assistance is essential because adult members

of the assessment unit are unable to carry out all
those tasks by reason of old age, ill health,
disability or heavy family responsibilities; and

(c) the assistance is'ot provided by a local authority,
nor by a close relative who incurs only minimal

expenses."

10



The relevant weekly amount is set out in column (2) of Schedule ):
"14. — (1) Where, exceptionally, residential assistance is

needed, for example where the person assisted is very
severely disabled, the weekly amount of the charge
for assistance provided this does not exceed twice the
ordinary rate for non-householders; and

(2) in any other case, the weekly amount of the charge for
assistance provided that it is reasonable in the
circumstances."

25. I must confess to being deeply puzzled by the introduction into
the second. appeal of paragraph 14 of Schedule ). Nowhere in the

papers which antedate the hearing of that appeal is there any

reference whatsoever to Mrs P~s making any "charge" for such services
as she may have rendered to the claimant; indeed, I cannot in such

papers find even a reference to the rendering of any services. In
the second appeal the tribunal found as a fact that a degree of

wholly unparticularised) domestic service was rendered by Nrs P at
again unparticularised) intervals. There is no finding, however, in

respect of any charges being made therefor.

24. The papers do not contain any record. of the evidence which was

given to the tribunal which heard. the second. appeal. The same

chairman presided over the second appeal as had presided over the

first; and on behalf of the claimant I have been invited to assume

that the chairman, when participating in the second decision, drew

upon such knowledge of the case as he had derived from the hearing of
the first appeal. Whether this would have been a proper course for
the chairman to adopt, I do not here have to decide. The issue does

not arise as one of practical importance. As I have already observed

(see paragraph 9 above) there is nothing in the papers to suggest

that in the first appeal any reference was made either to the
claimant~s health or to the rendering by Mrs P of any assistance to
the claimant. The picture presented by the first appeal is clear.
No money moved either way between the claimant and Nrs P. Nrs P

enjoyed. free of charge the occupancy of her "home" in the claimant~s

house. "All I get out of it", wrote the claimant in his grounds in
the first appeal, "is that 1 am not quite so shut off from the world".

I am at a total loss, accordingly, to understand how, in respect of
the second appeal, the chairman came to record:

"The situation did not change on 24 11 80 and. the agreement

which results in an award under para i4 now is the same as
that which led to the comparable award in 1978"
(cf. paragraph 21 above).

25. The aforesaid "award under para 14" appears to have been made

under paragraph 14(1) of column (2) of Schedule 5 (see paragraph 22

a'bove). (The findings of material fact record that "he needs a

resident adult to be ready to give him help .....etc".) This of
itself invites three further comments:

(a) The tribunal does not seem to have come to grips with

the significance of the fundamental condition imported

11



by the words: "Where, exceptionally, residential assistance
is needed, for example where the person assisted is very
seriously disabled ....."(my underlining).

(b) In this context "residential" must, surely, import
residence in the home of the claimant. I have already
demonstrated that Mrs P was not residing in the home

of the claimant. She had a home of her own.

(c) Regulation 22(5) of the Requirements. Regulations provides,
inter alia, that where an amount is applicable to the
claimant under para~ph 14(1) in column (2) of Schedule 5,
no reduction shall be made under paragraph (5) of
regulation 22 (see paragraph 11 above). If, accordingly,
the tribunal thought it right to award K4.60 under the said
paragraph 14(1), it ought at the same time to have struck
down the reduction of f4.60 which was the original issue in the

second appeal. This would, of course, have left the
claimant f4.60 a week better off than even he had contended

for.

26. The truth is, I am sure, that the second tribunal took the view

that—

(a) the law required the aforesaid deduction of f4.60;

(b) in the circumstances of this case, such deduction worked

a manifest injustice; and

(c) the most convenient way of remedying that injustice was

to make a compensating award under paragraph 14 of
Schedule 5.

"Cutest magnifique; mais ce n'est pas le droiti" (Magnificent; but

not law.) The answer is that the law did not require the deduction

which the benefit officer made; and there was no need to pluck out

of the air any compensating award.

27. Both in documents which came into existence after the second

appeal hearing and in the course of the oral hearing before me

reference was made, on behalf of the claimant, to sums of money

alleged to have passed regularly, and on a weekly basis, between the

claimant and Mrs P. As I have already stressed., I can find nothing

in the papers which leads me to believe that there was before either
tribunal any evidence in respect of such sums. Indeed <as I W";e

observed), all indications are to the contrary. In this jurisdiction
appeals to the Commissioner are restricted to points of law. It is
not open to a claimant, having put one set of facts before the

tribunal, to come to the Commissioner with a materially different set

.of facts. Since 15 Pebruary 1982 the Commissioner has had the power,

where he holds the tribunal to have erred in law, to give, if he is
satisfied that it is expedient in the circumstances, the decision

which the tribunal should have given. This must mean "should have

given on the facts as found by it".



28. The claimant~s house is centrally heated. In the award the
subject of the benefit officer>s decision of 29 January 1981 the sum

of f1.40 was allowed as an additional requirement in respect of
heating. This was done pursuant to paragraph 3(a) of Schedule 3 to
the Requirements Regulations. The tribunal found as a fact that the
claimant<s "house" contained five rooms. It then invoked
paragraph 3(b) of the said Schedule, with the result that the heating
item was raised to f2.80. In the said. paragraph 3 the word used is
"home", not "house". I have already found that two of the said five
rooms constitute the home of Mrs P. Moreover, Mrs P pays for her own

heating (see paragraph 5 above). In consequence, the claimant cannot

bring himself. within paragraph 3(b). The award of R2.80 cannot stand
and must be reduced to f1.40.

29. I am satisfied that it is expedient that I should now give the
decision which'the tribunal should have given in the second appeal.
Ny decision, accordingly, is as follows:

(1) The benefit officerts appeal to the Commissioner is
allowed.

(2) The tribunal<s decision dated 13 April 1981 is erroneous
in law and is set aside.

(3) The claimant>s appeal to the tribunal is allowed.

(4) The claimant is entitled. to a supplementary pension from

the prescribed pay day (Thursday) in the week commencing

16 February 1981, calculated upon the bases that—

(a) no deduction from housing costs is to be made in
respect of Mrs P;

(b) the claimant is entitled., under paragraph 3(a)
of Schedule 3 to the Requirements Regulations,
to a heating addition of f.1.40 a week; and

(c) the claimant is not entitled to any addition
under paragraph 14 of Schedule 3 to the
Requirements Regulations.

(5) I leave to the benefit officer the computation of the
weekly supplementary pension thrown up by sub-paragraph (4)
immediately above. In the event of any dispute, either
party may restore this appeal before me for my further
determination.

30. I add this. The decision issued. by the benefit officer on

29 January 1981 purported to allow supplementary pension from the date

set out in paragraph 28(4) above "to and including the prescribed pay



day in week commencing 10 8 81". This he had no power to do.

Regulation 6(1) of the Supplementary Benefit (Determination of

Questions) Regulations 1980 QS.I. 1980 No 164+ provides as follows:

"(1) Subject to paragraph (2), any award of a pension or
allowance shall be for an indefinite period. (but subject
to the provisions of regulations 4 and 5 as to review of
determinations)."

Nothing in the said paragraph (2) justified, in this case, an award

for a definite period. Paragraph 28(4) above amounts, of course, to
an award for an indefinite period. It is based upon the material

facts as I presently understand them to have been. If the material

facts were otherwise, or have subsequently 'become otherwise, then

the benefit officer has power to review my decision pursuant to the

terms of regulation 4(1)(a) of the Determination of Questions

Regulations.

(Signed) J Mitchell
Commissioner

13 Au'.-uet 1982
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